SCLAA QLD
“Achieving environmental and economic gains
simultaneously within supply chains towards the
circular economy”
Wednesday, 19 June 2019
Environmental and Economic gains within supply chains have been viewed as two separate
initiatives. Through Lean and Green efforts towards the circular economy companies have proven
both can be achieved together. This presentation explores case examples of these innovative supply
chains.
Date:
Wednesday, 19 June 2019
Venue: Seminar Room, Level 6, Building SO2,
Room_6.37, South Bank Campus, Griffith
University.
Time:
5.30pm to 7.30pm
Cost:

SCLAA Members
- $15.00
Non Members
- $25.00
Griffith University Students - No Charge

REGISTER NOW

Environmental initiatives have for years been superseded by economic initiatives
and issues within organisations. We can’t go on treating our planet as a second hand
consideration to economic gains within supply chains. The good news is we can
have both at the same time. Lean and Green is the terminology being applied to
organisations continuously improving towards the circular economy and achieving
economic gains simultaneously.
This presentation explores these organisations and the approaches they are taking
to helping our planet and their companies at the same time. These approaches have
not come soon enough, this presentation hopes to spread some of the supply chain
best practices to help more organisation get on this journey. The presentation will appeal to current and
future supply chain leaders who wish to make a difference for our planet and the organisations they work
for.

Guest Speaker: Brad Jeavons, Business Improvement Manager at Winson Group
Brad Jeavons is an Organisation Improvement Leader whose purpose is helping
people reach their potential to help socially and environmentally focused
organisations achieve excellence and ultimately help their customers, society and the
planet. Brad believes that an excellence journey conducted in the right manner will
bring organisations multi-faceted results including profit, environmental gains and
social benefits. Brad has worked with many organisations ranging from Government,
retail, packaging, supply chain, Manufacturers, Medical and Social. Brad as
part of SA Partners helps organisations take a Lean and Green journey
towards the Circular Economy as well as greater outcomes for their
customers, employees and the organisation.

Registrations close: Monday, 14 June 2019

